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a b s t r a c t 

Black carbon (BC) aerosols have substantial effects on the climate, whereas there still are significant un- 

certainties on coated BC radiative properties. Numerical investigations on radiative properties of poly- 

disperse BC aggregates partially coated by non-absorbing organics, which are calculated by the exact 

multiple-sphere T-matrix method, are presented. The objective of our study is to evaluate the impacts 

of particle microphysics, including BC coating volume fraction, shell/core ratio, BC morphology, and size 

distribution, on partially coated BC radiative properties, as well as their absorption and scattering en- 

hancements. Particle size distribution and shell/core ratio affect radiative properties of partially coated 

BC significantly, while BC coating volume fraction is an insensitive parameter. The absorption enhance- 

ment of BC particles due to partially coated by organics varies from ~1.0 to ~2.0, whereas their scatter- 

ing enhancement can reach up to ~100. The BC coating volume fraction seems to be responsible for BC 

absorption enhancement, and with BC coating volume fraction becoming larger, the absorption enhance- 

ment becomes more sensitive to particle size distribution and shell/core ratio. However, the dependence 

of BC scattering enhancement on shell/core ratio is larger than size distribution and BC coating volume 

fraction, and the dependences of scattering enhancement to size distribution and BC coating volume frac- 

tion becomes stronger as shell/core ratio becomes larger. Our study gives a further understanding of the 

influences of particle microphysics on partially coated BC radiative properties, and it may be helpful for 

model and parameter simplifications. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Black carbon (BC) aerosols, originating from incomplete fossil

uel combustion and biomass burning, have profound effects on

egional and global climate [1–3] . As the second most important

ontributor to global warming after CO 2 , BC contributes significant

ositive climate radiative forcing [4] . Currently, our understanding

f BC radiative properties, which are determined by their compli-

ated microphysics, such as BC morphology and mixing state, is

till limited, resulting in one of the largest uncertainties in assess-

ng aerosol radiative forcing [5] . 
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Freshly emitted BC aerosols are in general hydrophobic and ex-

ernally mixed with other particle components [6,7] . During the

ging process, BC tends to be coated by water-soluble constituents,

ncluding heterogeneous reactions with gaseous oxidants [8,9] , co-

gulation with preexisting particulates [10,11] , and condensation of

ulfate, nitrate and organics [12,13] . In addition to mixing state,

C morphology undergoes considerable restructuring, and becomes

ompact [7,14] . With significant variations of particle microphysics

uring the aging, the radiative properties of BC aerosols can al-

er dramatically, for instance, BC absorption can be enhanced ob-

ervably due to coating [e.g., 15 , 16 ]. In aerosol-climate models, the

oncentric spherical core-shell model is widely used to obtain the

adiative properties of aged BC particles based on the core-shell

ie theory [17] . Nevertheless, this simplified model may introduce

ignificant errors, and its effectiveness still need to be validated on

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2019.106718
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the basis of the comparison of its radiative properties with those

of more realistic ones. 

The understanding of aged BC radiative properties can be car-

ried out based on numerical investigation, and observed irregu-

lar BC coating morphologies in ambient atmosphere can gener-

ally be classified into three types: fully coated, partially coated,

and externally attached [e.g., 18–20 ]. Many researches have been

performed to study radiative properties of BC or fully coated BC

particles considering the effects of coating morphology and mix-

ing state. The radiative properties of coated BC with complex mor-

phologies can be computed utilizing the discrete dipole approxi-

mation (DDA) method, which is flexible in dealing with particles

with arbitrary geometry and compositions [21,22] . With DDA, Kah-

nert et al. study the radiative properties of BC aggregates encapsu-

lated into sulfate coating [23] and validate a core-grey shell model

with a more realistic particle model [24] . Adachi et al. [25] apply

DDA to simulate radiative properties of BC embedded within host

particles, and find that the shapes and positions of BC inside its

host particles have an important effect on the radiative properties.

Scarnato et al. [26] also examine the effects of internal mixing and

aggregate morphology on BC radiative properties using DDA. Dong

et al. [27] introduce irregular sulfate coating to fractal BC aggre-

gates and show the morphological effects on the radiative proper-

ties of BC particles. Kahnert presents radiative properties, including

backscattering depolarization ratio, of BC fully coated by sulfate

based on comparison of closed cell model with coated aggregate

model [28] . Those simulations do build particle models quite close

to realistic aerosols, whereas the numerical calculations for the

radiative properties are neither simple nor efficient. Meanwhile,

Cheng et al. [29] present the effects of morphology on the radiative

properties of coated BC aggregates at different aging status based

on the efficient multiple-sphere T-matrix method (MSTM). Based

on the MSTM, Liu et al. investigate the spherical coating on radia-

tive properties of BC aggregates [30] . These studies generally show

the results of monodisperse coated BC particles and indicate that

the radiative properties of coated BC are substantially influenced

by their coating microphysics. 

Although above significant numerical investigations have been

performed to study radiative properties of BC or fully coated BC

particles, generally limited research focuses on the effects of par-

ticle microphysics on partially coated BC radiative properties. Ishi-

moto et al. propose a shape model of coated BC particles, includ-

ing partially coated BC, derived from artificial surface tension, and

create a dataset of their radiative properties [31] . Kanngie βer and

Kahnert develop a model with tunable transition from film-coating

to spherical-shell coating to investigate the impact of this transi-

tion on the linear depolarization ratio [32] . Meanwhile, more and

more observations relevant to the microphysics of coated BC par-

ticles are carried out recently. Based on the measurements of BC

spherical equivalent core diameter ( D c ) and coating thickness with

a single-particle soot photometer (SP2), the shell/core ratio D p / D c 

(particle diameter divided by BC core diameter) values of 1.1–2.1

and 2.1–2.7 are observed in London [33] and Beijing [34] , respec-

tively. On the basis of the observations of BC particles emitted from

biomass burning, China et al. [19] quantify that ~50% are heav-

ily coated (embedded), ~34% are partially coated, ~12% have inclu-

sions and only ~4% are bare. The partially coated morphologies are

found to be dominated for aged BC particles at a remote marine

free troposphere site in Portugal [18] . These mixing-state observa-

tion of coated BC indicates that partially coated morphologies are

important for coated BC in ambient air, whereas the discussions of

radiative properties of partially coated BC with numerical investi-

gations are not enough. As more recent observations are shown,

it becomes urgent to do a more reliable simulation of the radia-

tive properties of partially coated BC particles impacted by their

microphysics. In addition, from application insights, it is difficult
o reconstruct BC radiative properties with all detailed microphys-

cal parameters with a simplified model, and one of the reasons

s due to high computational cost. Nonetheless, it is possible to

nd a simplified model with reduced parameters requiring detailed

ariable values for a specified problem after knowing the effects

f the microphysics. Although significant numerical investigations

ave been performed to study optical properties of BC or fully

oated BC particles, the researches focusing on the effects of par-

icle microphysics on partially coated BC radiative properties are

enerally limited, which significantly limits our ability to under-

tand the model-observation discrepancies and to carry out accu-

ate radiative transfer calculations. 

Here, numerical investigations of radiative properties of poly-

isperse BC aggregates partially coated by organics are systemat-

cally presented. An exact MSTM is employed to numerically cal-

ulate the radiative properties of partially coated BC aggregates

ith various coating microphysics. The aim is to evaluate the ef-

ects of particle microphysics, including BC coating volume frac-

ion, shell/core ratio, BC morphology, and size distribution, on ra-

iative properties of partially coated BC particles, which hopefully

mprove our refining estimates of aerosol radiative forcing. The

cattering and absorption enhancements of BC aerosols due to par-

ial coating of organics are also investigated. 

. Methodology 

.1. Models of BC particles 

It is observed that fresh BC particles look like loose cluster-like

ggregates with numerous similar-sized spherical monomers [e.g.,

5 ], and the fractal aggregates are successfully applied to construct

hese BC geometries based on the well-known statistical scaling

aw [e.g., 36 ]: 

 = k 0 

(
R g 

a 

)D f 

, (1)

 g = 

√ 

1 

N 

N ∑ 

i =1 

r 2 
i 
, (2)

here the monomer number of an aggregate ( N ), monomer radius

 a ), fractal prefactor (k 0 ) and fractal dimension ( D f ) describe the

orphology of a BC aggregate. R g is the gyration radius, measur-

ng the overall spatial size of an aggregate, and r i indicates the dis-

ance between the i th monomer and the mass center of the aggre-

ate. This study keeps employing the fractal aggregates to model

omogeneous BC particles, and the k f of BC is assumed to be 1.2

36] . Two D f values of 1.8 and 2.8, representing lacy and compact

C aggregates [29,37] , are chosen for comparison. The radius a of

C aggregate monomers can alter over a range of 10–25 nm [38] ,

hereas the monomer number N is observed to vary up to approx-

mately 800 [39] . We choose N of 200 as examples for accumula-

ion particles, as BC is observed to be mostly in the accumulation

ode, following Zhang et al. [15] . With given fractal parameters,

he BC aggregates can be generated based on a tunable particle-

luster aggregation algorithm from Skorupski et al. [40] . 

While the fractal aggregates are widely employed to model ho-

ogeneous BC particles, the models for simulating inhomogeneous

ged BC are relatively complicated. This study considers the BC

ggregates coated with organics, and the organics are treated as

omogenous spheres that are coated to the BC fractal aggregates

or the sake of simplicity. Some observations of individual aged

C particles actually do show this spherical coating geometry [e.g.,

,37,41 ], and the simple spherical coatings on BC particles have

imilar effects on radiative properties to those with more com-

lex coating structures [27,42] . To describe the coating state of BC-
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Fig. 1. Sketch map of partially coated black carbon geometry. An example of frac- 

tal black carbon aggregates, containing 200 monomers, is partially coated by non- 

absorbing organics with coated volume fraction of black carbon being 0.5. 
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rganics internal mixtures, the BC coating volume fraction ( F ) is

efined following the equation below: 

 = 

V BC inside 

V BC 

, (3) 

here V BCinside is the volume of BC monomers inside organics, and

 BC is the volume of the overall BC aggregate (i.e., the volume of BC

onomers both inside and outside the coating). Obviously F mea-

ures how much BC is enclosed in the coating organics. The exter-

ally attached and fully coated BC aggregates typically have F = 0

nd F = 1, respectively, while the partially coated BC particles show

 BC coating volume fraction of 0 < F < 1. 

To build this inhomogeneous internal-mixed particle, we first

enerate a BC fractal aggregate and a spherical coating of organ-

cs with given parameters. Then, the coating sphere of organics is

laced to coat the BC aggregate from one side to the other until

n expected F is obtained. To avoid overlapped spheres after being

oated, some BC aggregate monomers are slightly moved, whereas

heir aggregate geometry is still kept. It should be noted that these

C monomer movements to avoid overlapping have caused a slight

 f alteration of the BC aggregate, and the sketch map of partially

oated BC aggregate is shown in Fig. 1 . 

.2. Numerical simulation of aged BC radiative properties 

Given that the model of coated BC aggregates is constructed

ith a spherical coating and no overlapped spheres, this study

akes the advantage of the multiple-sphere T-matrix method

43,44] . The MSTM, which is in the framework of the T-matrix

ethod, is employed to exactly calculate the random-orientation

adiative properties of BC aggregates coated by organics in this

tudy. This robust MSTM has already been popularly utilized for

umerous numerical investigations of optical properties of fractal

ggregates [e.g., 45,46 ]. 

For ambient atmospheric applications, bulk aerosol radiative

roperties are meaningful, which are averaged over a certain par-

icle size distribution. This study considers an ensemble of BC ag-

regates with different sizes but the same coating fraction of or-

anics, and a lognormal size distribution is assumed with the form

ollowing: 

(r) = 

1 √ 

2 πr ln ( σg ) 
exp 

[ 

−
(

ln (r) − ln ( r g ) √ 

2 ln ( σg ) 

)2 
] 

, (4) 

here σ g is the geometric standard deviation, and r g is the geo-

etric mean radius [e.g., 21,47 ]. Coated BC aggregates follow this

ognormal size distribution, and r is the radius of a sphere with

he same volume as that of the whole partially coated BC aggre-

ate (i.e., equivalent volume sphere). We only consider accumula-

ion coated BC aerosols, since BC is observed to be mostly in the
ccumulation mode. In this study, r g is assumed to be 0.075 μm

48] , while σ g of 1.59 is considered [49] . With a particle size dis-

ribution given, the bulk radiative properties of coated BC can be

alculated following the equations of: 

 

C sca 〉 = 

∫ r max 

r min 

C sca (r) n (r) d(r) (5) 

 

C abs 〉 = 

∫ r max 

r min 

C abs (r) n (r) d(r) (6) 

 

SSA 〉 = 

〈 C sca 〉 
〈 C ext 〉 (7) 

nd 

 

g 〉 = 

∫ r max 

r min 
g(r) C sca (r) n (r) d(r) ∫ r max 

r min 
C sca (r) n (r) d(r) 

(8) 

As the accumulation mode is considered, the radius range is

et as 0.05–0.5 μm in steps of 0.005 μm for the averaging. Note

hat the exact sizes of BC aggregates can be known based on these

oated BC sizes and shell/core ratios. The bulk radiative properties

alculated above include the scattering cross section ( C sca ), absorp-

ion cross section ( C abs ), single scattering albedo ( SSA ), and asym-

etry factor ( g ), and these ensemble averaged properties are inte-

rated over sizes computed for the same values of F and D p / D c . 

The radiative properties of partially coated BC aggregates is in-

estigated at an incident wavelength of 550 nm, and related refrac-

ive indices of BC and organics are assumed as 1.85 − 0.71 i [38] and

.55 − 0 i [50] , respectively. The shell/core ratio D p / D c of coated BC

s assumed to be in the range of 1.1–2.7 on the basis of the SP2

easurements in London [33] and Beijing [34] . Note that D c is

he volume equivalent spherical core diameter of BC while D p is

he volume equivalent spherical diameter of coated BC (i.e., the

hole particle). With the inhomogeneous coated BC model de-

ned, which depicts quite realistic geometries, it is possible to sys-

ematically study the radiative properties of partially coated BC

erosols affected by their microphysics with more details. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Effect of coating structure on radiative properties of partially 

oated BC 

Fig. 2 illustrates radiative properties of partially coated BC ag-

regates at different BC coating volume fractions as a function of

hell/core ratio. Five BC coating volume fractions (i.e., F = 0.01, 0.25,

.5, 0.75, 0.99) and two BC fractal dimensions (i.e., D f ≈ 1.8, 2.8)

re considered. The radiative properties (including C sca , C abs , SSA

nd g ) are averaged over an ensemble of BC-organics internal-

ixed particles with the aforementioned size distributions (i.e.,

 g = 0.075μm and σ g = 1.59). As shown in Fig. 2 a–e, scattering cross

ections of partially coated BC are sensitive to shell/core ratio, BC

oating volume fraction, and BC geometry, and the shell/core ratio

hows a more substantial impact in determining coated BC scat-

ering. It is evident that, the C sca becomes much stronger with the

ncrease of shell/core ratio. For a BC D f of ~2.8, as D p / D c increases

rom 1.1 to 2.7, the C sca of partially coated BC increases from ~0.05

m 

2 to over 0.06 μm 

2 . One can see that, with a fixed BC D f , the

 sca generally decreases slightly, as F increase from 0.01 to 0.99. In

ddition to D p / D c and F , the C sca is also sensitive to BC geometry,

nd the sensitivity of the C sca to BC geometry becomes stronger

s D p / D c and F become smaller. When BC aggregates become com-

act, i.e., D f increasing, for a fixed D p / D c and F , the C sca of partially

oated BC becomes large, and this is consistent with the bare BC

esults of Liu et al. [51] . 
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Fig. 2. Scattering cross section ( C sca ), absorption cross section ( C abs ), single scattering albedo ( SSA ) and asymmetry factor ( g ) of BC aggregates partially coated with organics 

as a function of shell/core ratio ( D p /D c , spherical volume-equivalent particle diameter/BC core diameter). The BC coating volume fractions ( F ) of 0.01, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.99 

are considered (from left to right). Black squares and red circles indicate BC fractal dimensions of ~2.8 and ~1.8, respectively. Note that BC fractal dimension of ~1.8 is used 

only for F values of 0.01 and 0.25. 
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The absorption cross sections of BC particles partially coated

by organics are illustrated in Fig. 2 f–j. Absorption cross section of

coated BC is sensitive to shell/core ratio, and the C abs increases

significantly with the decrease of D p / D c , indicating that increas-

ing BC fraction or decreasing coating fraction can obviously en-

hance particle absorption as D p is fixed. Compared to shell/core

ratio, the C abs of partially coated BC exhibits less sensitive to BC

coating volume fraction, and the C abs generally show a slight in-

crease as F augments. Furthermore, Similar C abs results (differences

within 10%) are found between lacy and compact coated BC ag-

gregates, although the lacy aggregates are more absorptive than

the compact ones at fixed D p / D c and F . This may be due to that

the magnetic field cannot penetrate deeply into compact BC aggre-

gates, and therefore some BC monomers inside the aggregates do

not contribute to the absorption [23] . 

With the changes on the scattering and absorption cross sec-

tions discussed, the effects of coating microphysics on the SSA can

be easily understood, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 k–o. The SSA is

quite sensitive to D p / D c , and it should be expected that, for fixed

F and BC geometry, the SSA increases with D p / D c increasing. For

partially coated BC with F = 0.5, the SSA can increase in the ranges

of 0.53–0.89, when D p / D c augments from 1.5 to 2.7. As F increases,

the SSA becomes more sensitive to D p / D c , i.e., showing larger varia-

tion. Meanwhile, with the augment of F , the SSA decreases for fixed

D p / D c and BC D f , and this may be due to that the coated BC aggre-

gates show a much stronger absorption enhancement than scatter-

ing. For partially coated BC aggregates with different BC geome-

tries, the compact aggregates have larger SSA than the lacy ones,

probably in association with that the absorption of coated BC de-

creases more than the scattering with BC becoming compact. 

Fig. 2 p–t shows the results of the asymmetry factor g of par-

tially coated BC, which is another key aerosol parameter for ra-

diative forcing simulation. The effect of coating microphysics on

the asymmetry factor appears more complicated, and this may be

associated with the significant variations of particle geometry at

different coating state. The g seems more sensitive to D p / D c com-

pared to F and BC D f . For coated BC aggregates with different BC D f ,

the compact aggregates generally have larger g than the lacy ones.

Generally, radiative properties of BC aggregates partially coated by
on-absorbing organics are sensitive to BC coating volume fraction,

article geometry, and shell/core ratio, wherein the shell/core ratio

eems to play a more substantial role in determining the radiative

roperties. For a fixed size distribution, it is feasible to simplify the

artially coated BC aggregate as a model with the only detailed pa-

ameter of shell/core ratio, unless BC coating volume fraction is too

mall and BC is thinly coated. 

.2. Effect of particle size distribution on radiative properties of 

artially coated BC 

Fig. 3 shows radiative properties of BC aggregates (BC D f of

2.8) with a BC coating volume fraction of 0.5 as functions of par-

icle size distribution and shell/core ratio. The lognormal size dis-

ributions are assumed for partially coated BC particles with r g ( y

xis) ranging from 0.025 to 0.15 μm, and σ g fixed as the afore-

entioned 1.59. Fig. 3 clearly illustrates that radiative properties

f partially coated BC are quite sensitive to particle size distribu-

ion. For a fixed D p / D c , the C sca and C abs increase as r g increases,

.e., particles becoming larger. With increased r g , partially coted BC

ggregates show a much stronger scattering enhancement than ab-

orption, and thus, the SSA can increases from approximately 0.3

o 0.9 depending on D p / D c . Meanwhile, the asymmetry factor g in-

reases with r g increasing, mainly due to the augment of particle

olumes. It is interesting to see that, the C sca and g of partially

oated BC aggregates become more sensitive to particle size distri-

ution than D p / D c , although their C sca and SSA are highly sensitive

o both size distribution and D p / D c .‘Considering the importance of

SA on the determination of aerosol radiative effects, the shell/core

atio and size distribution of coated BC particles should be well

stimated. 

The preceding analysis demonstrates that particle microphysics

xert an important impact on radiative properties of partially

oated BC particles. Therefore, to produce reliable estimations of

C radiative forcing from aerosol-climate models, the parameteri-

ation of realistic BC coating microphysics appears to be a must,

hich, nevertheless, could be a challenging task in view of more

bservations still being needed. However, based on our sensitiv-

ty study, BC coating volume fraction is a relatively insensitive
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Fig. 3. Scattering cross section ( C sca ), absorption cross section ( C abs ), single scattering albedo ( SSA ) and asymmetry factor ( g ) of coated BC aggregates (BC fractal dimension of 

~2.8) with different shell/core ratio and particle size distribution. A BC coating volume fraction of 0.5 is considered, and the geometric standard deviations ( σ g ) for applied 

lognormal distribution is 1.59. 
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Fig. 4. Absorption enhancement ( E abs ) of partially coated BC aggregates (BC fractal 

dimension of ~2.8) with different shell/core ratio ( D p /D c ) and BC coating volume 

fraction ( F ). 
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arameter, and BC fractal dimension is sensitive to partially coated

C radiative properties only if BC is thinly coated and BC coating

olume fraction is too small. Meanwhile, particle size distribution

nd shell/core ratio affect radiative properties of partially coated

C significantly, wherein particle scattering and asymmetry param-

ter are more sensitive to size distribution. 

.3. Absorption and scattering enhancements of BC aggregates due to 

oating 

It is reported that BC absorption and scattering can be en-

anced due to coating [e.g., 52 ], and this subsection will discuss

bsorption and scattering enhancements of partially coated BC af-

ected by their microphysics. The absorption enhancement E abs and

cattering enhancement E sca of BC aggregates due to coating are

iven in forms of: 

 abs = 

〈 C abs 〉 particle 

〈 C abs 〉 bareBC 

, (9) 

 sca = 

〈 C sca 〉 particle 

〈 C sca 〉 bareBC 

, (10) 

here 〈 C abs 〉 particle and 〈 C sca 〉 particle are the bulk absorption and

cattering cross sections of BC aggregates coated by organics,

hilst 〈 C abs 〉 bareBC and 〈 C sca 〉 bareBC are the bulk absorption and scat-

ering cross sections of the same bare BC aggregates (without coat-

ng), respectively. 

Fig. 4 shows absorption enhancements of partially coated BC 

ggregates (BC D f of ~2.8) as functions of BC coating volume frac-

ion and shell/core ratio. A fixed aforementioned lognormal size

istribution is assumed for partially coated BC particles with r g of

.075 μm and σ g of 1.59. Fig. 4 clearly depicts that the E abs of BC

ggregates due to partially coated by organics is quite sensitive to

C coating volume fraction and shell/core ratio, and can vary by a

actor of 2. For BC with a small F close to 0, the E abs of coated BC

s around 1 and shows weak variation on D p / D c . With F becoming

arger, the E abs becomes larger and more sensitive to shell/core ra-

io, i.e., showing larger variation. As F is almost 1, the E abs of coated

C aggregates reaches a value close to ~2.0. Fig. 5 illustrates ab-

orption enhancements of partially coated BC aggregates with dif-

erent particle size distribution and BC coating volume fraction. A
xed BC D f of ~2.8 and D p / D c of 2.7 are considered. Obviously, the

 abs of coated BC is sensitive to particle size distribution, and has

uch wider ranges for larger F . Overall, the absorption enhance-

ent of BC partially coated by organics is sensitive to BC coating

olume fraction, shell/core ratio, and size distribution, and the sen-

itivity of the absorption enhancement to particle size distribution

nd shell/core ratio becomes stronger as BC coating volume frac-

ion becomes larger. For more about absorption enhancement, one

an see Zhang et al. [53] . Meanwhile, BC coating volume fraction

ppears to be responsible for the absorption enhancement, since

he absorption enhancement of coated BC can increase from ~1.0

o a value close to 2.0 with BC coating volume fraction increasing

rom almost 0.0 to nearly 1.0. 

The scattering enhancements of BC aggregates (BC D f of ~2.8)

ue to partially coated by organics as functions of BC coating vol-

me fraction and shell/core ratio are shown in Fig. 6 . The afore-

entioned fixed lognormal size distribution (i.e., r g = 0.075μm and

g = 1.59) is assumed for partially coated BC aggregates. As shown
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Fig. 5. Absorption enhancement ( E abs ) of partially coated BC aggregates with dif- 

ferent particle size distribution and BC coating volume fraction ( F ). The BC fractal 

dimension of ~2.8 and shell/core ratio of 2.7 are considered, while the geometric 

standard deviation ( σ g ) for applied lognormal distribution is 1.59. 

Fig. 6. Scattering enhancement ( E sca ) of partially coated BC aggregates (BC fractal 

dimension of ~2.8) with different BC coating volume fraction ( F ) and shell/core ratio 

( D p /D c ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Scattering enhancement ( E sca ) of partially coated BC aggregates with differ- 

ent particle size distribution and shell/core ratio ( D p /D c ). The BC fractal dimension 

of ~2.8 and BC coating volume fraction ( F ) of 0.5 are considered, while the geomet- 

ric standard deviation ( σ g ) for applied lognormal distribution is 1.59. 
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in Fig. 6 , partially coated BC aggregates with larger D p / D c have

larger E sca for the same F , and the E sca becomes more sensitive to F

with increased D p / D c . For a thin coating with small D p / D c , the E sca

is less than 10, whereas it varies from 54 to 72 for a heavy coating

with D p / D c reaching 2.7. This indicates that reduced BC content or

increased coating fraction fortify BC scattering enhancement. Note

that for a fixed D p / D c , the E sca has a maximum with moderate F ,

and that the E sca of coated BC with large F decreases with the in-

crease of F may be due to the shielding effect. Fig. 7 shows scat-

tering enhancements of partially coated BC aggregates with differ-

ent particle size distribution and shell/core ratio. A BC coating vol-

ume fraction of 0.5 and BC D f of ~2.8 are considered. The E sca of

partially coated BC is dependent on particle size distribution and

shell/core ratio, and the dependence of the E sca on shell/core ra-

tio is larger than size distribution. The E sca of partially coated BC

with a fixed D p / D c decreases as r g increases, i.e., particle becoming

larger. For partially coated BC with a D p / D c of 1.5, the E sca is in a

range between 3 and 5, and shows weak variation on particle size

distribution. Nevertheless, the variation of E sca becomes stronger

as the coating becomes heavier with a D p / D c of 2.7, and its val-
es vary from 48 to 115. To summarize, scattering enhancement of

C due to partially coated by organics is sensitive to shell/core ra-

io, BC coating volume fraction and size distribution, and the sensi-

ivities of scattering enhancement to particle size distribution and

C coating volume fraction become stronger as shell/core ratio be-

omes larger. Furthermore, the dependence of scattering enhance-

ent of partially coated BC on shell/core ratio is larger than size

istribution and BC coating volume fraction. 

. Conclusions 

The study develops a simple inhomogeneous model to study

adiative properties of aged BC particles calculated by the fa-

ous MSTM, and reveals the effects of BC coating volume fraction,

hell/core ratio, BC geometry and size distribution on BC radiative

roperties and BC absorption and scattering enhancements due to

artial coating of organics. Our results indicate that radiative prop-

rties of BC aggregates partially coated by organics are sensitive to

C coating volume fraction, BC geometry, shell/core ratio, and size

istribution, whereas their sensitivities are quite distinct. Some BC

adiative properties are significantly impacted by some microphysi-

al parameters, whose errors should be considered after using sim-

lified model and parameters, whereas many insensitive BC pa-

ameters under different coating status are existent at a specified

ange. The BC coating volume fraction is a relatively insensitive pa-

ameter, and BC fractal dimension is sensitive to partially coated

C radiative properties only if BC is thinly coated and BC coating

olume fraction is too small. Meanwhile, particle size distribution

nd shell/core ratio affect radiative properties of partially coated

C significantly, and of the two, particle scattering and asymmetry

arameter are more sensitive to size distribution. 

Our study also indicates that BC absorption and scattering can

e significantly enhanced after partially coated by organics. The

bsorption enhancement of partially coated BC particles varies

rom ~1.0 to ~2.0, while their scattering enhancement can reach

 value up to ~100. The BC coating volume fraction seems to be

esponsible for BC absorption enhancement, and with BC coating

olume fraction becoming larger, the absorption enhancement be-

omes more sensitive to particle size distribution and shell/core

atio. However, the dependence of BC scattering enhancement on

hell/core ratio is larger than size distribution and BC coating
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olume fraction, and the dependences of scattering enhancement

o size distribution and BC coating volume fraction becomes

tronger as shell/core ratio becomes larger. 

The aim of this study is to investigate the sensitivities of par-

icle microphysical parameters on radiative properties of partially

oated BC aggregates, and it may be helpful for the simplifications

f particle model and its parameter selection. With significant im-

acts on BC radiative properties, it becomes urgent to consider the

oating for BC measurements and radiative simulations. The effi-

ient model developed in our study may be employed for further

imulation applications as partial coating is a more common mix-

ng state for aged BC aerosols [18] . 
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